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to 1925. In 1921, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the leader of the Kuo

mintang, tried to obtain American aid and recognition. His 

failure was due to the prejudice of American officials toward 

Sun, as well as the unwillingness of America to withdraw its 

recognition from the Peking Government. Sun was again frus

trated in 1922 when his military subordinate, Chen Chiung

min, betrayed him. Records reveal that America was in favor 

of Chen's political overture and encouraged Chen's military 

insurrection. When Sun tried to grab the customs surplus in 

1923, a policy that the western government had imposed on 

China, the United States dispatched more gunboats to prevent 

it. 

Convinced that he could not obtain help from America 

after this episode, Sun was forced to link with Communist 

Russia in 1924. Influenced by Soviet advisers and Sun's 

sudden death in 1925, the Kuomintang adopted a pro-Russian 

policy to unify China. American worry about Bolshevism in 

China had come too late. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent Chinese history is extremely complicated. In 

1911, a group of revolutionaries established a new republic 

of China. Although intended to be democratic and free, it 

suffered from constant internal chaos and foreign interven

tion. China had never enjoyed order, peace, and democracy. 

The revolution of 1911 overthrew the Manchu Dynasty, but did 

not eliminate despotism. Yuan Shih-kai, an ambitious and 

militant politician, was elected President of the Republic 

of China in 1912, but he did not bring democracy to China. 

In an attempt to become emperor of the China Empire, Yuan 

ordered the dissolution of the Kuomintang in 1913, the term

ination of the Parliament in 1914, and the assignment of 

provincial military governors under his control. When Yuan 

died in 1916, China was plunged into chaos by militarists 

who had been his provincial military governors. 

Because Peking was regarded as the traditional capital 

of China, three different groups of militarists or warlords 

struggled to control it. They were the Anfu Club, headed by 

Tuan Chi-jui; the Fengtien Party led by Chang Tso-lin; and 

the Chihli Party loyal to Tsao Kun. The Peking Government was 

controlled from 1916 to 1920 by the Anfu Club, which was ousted 

by Chihli and Fengtien forces in the Anfu-Chihli War. Chang 

Tso-lin was the principal beneficiary from the war, as he 

acquired the highest position in Peking and exercised great 

power until 1922. When the Chihli-Fengtien War broke out in 
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April 1922, Chang was driven out from Peking by Wu Pei-fu, a 

military figure of the Chihli Party. The Chihli Party then 

controlled Peking. Despite China's need for order, peace, 

and democracy, the warlords fought with one another and ser

iously damaged the weak new Republic of China for at least 

ten years. 

Foreign involvement in Chinese affairs further compli

cated the situation. Foreign domination imposed on China in 

the 1841 Opium War did not disappear with the abdication of 

the Manchu Dynasty. The consequences of imperialism included 

the unequal treaties which provided for spheres of interest, 

the stationing of foreign troops in China, foreign consular 

jurisdiction as well as extraterritoriality, and the loss of 

Chinese tariff autonomy. The Chinese hated the treaties and 

wanted them abolished, but the warlords had no intention of 

restoring Chinese sovereignty by nullifying them. The war

lords were able to use the treaties to their own advantage. 

They even borrowed huge sums from a foreign consortium to 

finance their military operations during the civil war. This 

increased foreign influence in China, especially of Japan, 

Great Britain, and the United States. 

Japan was the most aggressive violator of Chinese sov

ereignty through the Twenty-One Demands of 1915 and invasion 

of Shangtung Peninsula during World War I. Japanese exploi

tation of China was curbed by other powers after the First 

World War, and the Shangtung problem was finally discussed 

in the Versailles Conference of 1919. Although the Versailles 
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Conference did not resolve the Shangtung Crisis, it aroused 

nationalism throughout China, including the significant patri

otic May Fourth Movement of 1919, which organized young in

tellectuals who advocated greater Chinese independence. This 

outburst of nationalism contributed to Chinese determination 

to curb foreign interference by abolishing the unequal treaties. 

Sun Yat-sen, the leader of the Kuomintang, was ready to 

join the national movement. He realized that a China divided 

by civil war could not oppose imperialism. His first step to 

unify China was to suppress the warlords. In 1920, he left 

Shanghai and arrived at Canton to begin preparations for a new 

government the next year. 

The establishment of the Canton Government in 1921 was 

a new beginning for the Kuomintang and for its leader, Dr. 

Sun Yat-sen. Before this, Dr. Sun Yat-sen and the Kuomintang 

had experienced difficulties leading the Chinese people to 

democracy. Not until the establishment of the Canton Govern

ment in 1921 was the Kuomintang provided with a political and 

military base from which to fight for its ideals. The Kuomin

tang still needed foreign aid to defeat the warlords and unify 

China. Dr. Sun wanted American help for his "Northern Expedi

tion" plan against the Northern warlords. American response 

to the Kuomintang's appeals from 1921 to 1925 became one of 

the most important factors in the Kuomintang's success. 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the relationship 

between the United States and the Kuomintang when it was under 
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Sun Yat-sen's control from 1921 to 1925. This thesis has 

four chapters. The first considers the American policy 

toward the Kuomintang and its leader in 1921, when Dr. Sun 

established the Canton Government and asked for help from the 

United States. The second examines the American reaction to 

the political development inside the Canton Government in 

1922, when Sun's military subordinate, General Chen Chiung

ming, betrayed him. American policy toward the Canton Gov

ernment was also affected by the international situation. 

American diplomacy toward the Canton Government and the 

foreign powers during the 1923 Customs Surplus Crisis is 

considered in the third chapter. The final chapter discusses 

the cooperation between the Kuomintang and the Soviet Union 

which resulted from the former's unsuccessful relationship 

with the United States. 
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Chapter I 

AMERICAN POLICY AND THE CANTON GOVERNMENT IN 1921 

1921 was an important year in Sino-American history: 

America had a new administration led by President Warren G. 

Harding, and China was in the midst of civil war. The Peking 

Government was threatened by many factions, including the 

Kuomintang led by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, who organized Canton as a 

revolutionary base. The United States and the Kuomintang 

eventually developed close relations, but American policy was 

originally lukewarm toward Sun. 

Divergent objectives were responsible for tension in the 

early relationship between the United States and Canton. Sun's 

sOlicitation of foreign aid was not only to overthrow the war

lords, it was also to be used to help him to build a strong 

Republic of China after the civil war. As one of the most 

powerful nations in the world, the United States was the coun

try to which Sun first turned for assistance. Sun also tried 

to get help from Japan because of its geographical proximity 

and racial affinity with China. Ultimately, Sun wanted enough 

support either from the United States or Japan to help him to 

launch a war against his enemies. 

However, the interests of the United States varied from 

Sun's. America wanted to maintain peace and prevent Japanese 

hegemony in China. The United States had to undertake some 

steps to fulfill its basic policy. The first step was to 

establish a system of commercial freedom for all nations to 

eliminate Japan's monopoly in China. The second step was to 
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offer the Peking Government loans through a banking consor

tium. America thought that its loans through the consortium 

would make China a huge market for foreign goods: Trade would 

build China into a commercial nation and remove the possibil

ity of chaos, which was always a threat to foreign investment. 

But these steps could be taken only after peace came to China. 

America, therefore, would not support Sun's Government, which 

was engaged in war against the Peking Government. 

The second factor responsible for awkward relations be

tween the United States and Canton was that Sun's high opin

ion of the former was not reciprocated. Sun's attitude toward 

the United States was basically friendly. He spoke highly of 

America, including its history, music, and political system. 

His friendly attitude stemmed from his admiration of both 

American economic power in the twentieth century and its 

tradition of democracy! He had studied in the United States, 

had American advisers and friends, and his wife was American 

educated. Thus, the United States was his main hope for 

3foreign support.

The American Government, however, was unimpressed with 

Sun. Some American officials considered Sun "less of a rev

olutionary and nationalist than a megalomaniancal trouble

4maker." They had four specific complaints against Sun. 

American officials regarded Sun as a bellicose politician 

because he had waged war against Yuan Shih-kai in 1913. 

Second, Sun had opposed China's entrance into World War I 

against Germany, while the United States had regarded Chinese 
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entrance an opportunity to "extend its influence in China.,,5 

Third, Americans thought that Sun was a prime contributor to 

China's failure to unify peacefully and reform politically.6 

Last, Sun's interest in close relations with Japan aroused 

American suspicion. Sun was described by the officials in 

the State Department as an "unsavory opportunist," and also 

a "fuzzy-minded and impractical dreamer" who was not to be 

taken seriously.? 

Sun, therefore, had had difficulties in getting American 

aid. For example, the State Department would not allow part 

of the $50 million in bonds issued by Sun's Government for 

military purposes in 1917 to be sold in the United States and 

8the Philippines. In April 1920, Sun asked Thomas W. Lamont 

of J~P. Morgan & Company for $25,000,000 to equip a couple of 

army corps to obtain "peace in short order." The State De

partment intervened and Sun was rebuffed again. 9 

Sun and America had come into further conflict in October 

of 1920 over the issue of Chinese unification. The State De

partment was angry when Sun regained Canton and repudiated 

the proclamation of the unification of the South and North 

made by the Kwangsi leader, Tsun Chuan-shuan, who had been 

influential in the Canton Government. American officials 

blamed Sun for "being motivated by petty jealousies and per

sonal ambition, rather than by larger nationalist or patri

. d , 10
otlC en s.' Sun and the United States were walking differ

ent roads, and cooperation between the two was difficult. 
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American officials continued to be unimpressed with Sun 

even after he formed the Canton Government in 1921. Although 

America tried to maintain relations with Sun at the consular 

11
level, some American officials were unfriendly to him.

Sun's detractors included Dr. Charles R. Crane, American 

Minister in Peking in 1920, and J.V.A. MacMurray, head of 

the Division of Far Eastern Affairs in the State Department.
12 

For instance, Minister Crane sent a report on Sun to the State 

Department in February, 1921, that described his schemes for 

war as "impracticable and grandiose," and indicated that 

"great personal vanity" was the main trait of Sun's personal

ity. Crane dismissed him as an "unpractical idealist," and 

concluded that Sun's prestige was only great in his own pro

. f 13Vlnce 0 Kwangtung. 

MacMurray discouraged Sun when he tried to officially 

contact the United States. In March 1921, Sun instructed his 

representative in America, Mr. Ma Soo, to send a telegram 

through the State Department to President Harding. The tele

gram congratulated Harding on his recent inauguration as the 

29th President, and expressed Sun's wish that "hence forth 

Republican America and Republican China may be drawn still 

more closely to each other. ,,14 MacMurray instructed the Di

vision of Far Eastern Affairs not to acknowledge the telegram. 

MacMurray later asked Harding's secretary, George B. Christian, 

Jr., to refuse to receive Ma Soo when he sought an interview 

on the grounds that the United States recognized only the 

Peking Government. MacMurray insisted that no Chinese 
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officials except those	 representing Peking would be received 

15by the U.S. Government. 

Ernest Price, U.S. Vice Consul in Charge at Canton, was 

the only American official who was favorable toward Sun Yat

sen. He was optimistic about the Canton Government, and pre-

dieted its energies would be devoted "to building up an ef

ficient and upright administration and to prompting the 

economic development of the people of Kwangtung. ,,16 When 

Sun was inaugurated on May 5, 1921, as the President of the 

Republic of China at Canton, Price was deeply impressed with 

the ceremony. He again wrote the Secretary of State on May 7 

to describe Sun's extreme popularity in South China}7 

Although Sun was popular in South China, he needed for

eign support. Despite the conflicts with the United States 

before the Canton Government was organized, Sun tried to im

prove relations with America as soon as he returned to Canton 

at the end of 1920. Realizing that the old Canton Military 

Government, formed in 1917, would be unable to make contact 

with foreign nations because it had no diplomatic function, 

Sun proposed to establish a new "formal government" that 

would be suited to conduct diplomacy.18 The proposal was 

originally opposed in the Kuomintang. Chiang Kai-shek, a 

young officer and one of the important members in the Kuomin

tang, led the opposition on the grounds it would make no dif 

ference. Chiang wrote Sun on March 5, 1921, that "diplomatic 

effort was unfrui tful, especially from America. ,,19 However, 

Sun persisted and organized the Canton Government in April 1921. 
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After Sun was inaugurated as President of the Canton 

Government, he turned his attention to the United States. He 

appointed Ma Soo as a special representative in Washington 

· f . 20to see k asslstance rom Amerlca. On May 5, the day of his 

inauguration, he delivered a public statement on foreign rec

ognition. In the statement to foreign countries, including 

the United States, Sun proclaimed the new Government at Can

ton to be the only legal, qualified, and democratic government 

in China. Sun appealed to the foreign governments to withdraw 

recognition from Peking, a government of militarism, and rec

ognize the Canton Government. If they did so, Sun promised 

he would respect the existing treaties which China had with 

them. 21 On the same day, Sun wrote a special appeal to Pres

ident Harding. He reiterated the statement which was sent to 

foreign countries and praised the United States as "the mother 

of Democracy," whoshould logically befriend his government 

22and thereby help to defeat the militaristic warlords. He 

also played on American apprehension toward Japan, and urged 

that America enforce the Open Door Policy to oust the greedy 

Japanese from China. 23 The State Department not only refused 

to accept Sun's letter transmitted by Price, but rebuked him 

for cooperation with "an organization in revolt against a 

government with which the United States is in friendly rela

tions." 24 The State Department instructed the Counsul Gen

eral at Canton to return the letter. 25 

Because the State Department refused to communicate with 

his Government, Sun had his private foreign secretary, Eugene 
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Chen, try to deliver a second letter to Harding. The letter 

of September 20, 1921, asked that the Canton Government be 

recognized and predicted the dangerous consequences from 

26
American and Japanese economic competition in China. The 

State Department again intervened and Harding never received 

the letter. 

As the United States had no intention of supporting Can

ton as the only government of China, difficulties arose during 

the preparation for the Washington Conference in 1921. The 

American Government refused to allow an independent delegation 

of the Canton Government at the Washington Conference, but sug

gested that the Chinese delegation include representatives from 

both Peking and Canton. This would appear to be a significant 

change in American policy. Sun, however, insisted that Canton 

27be seated separately at the Conference. Secretary of State 

Hughes refused to accede to Sun's request on the grounds that 

he "represents but two provinces in South China, while the 

28Peking Government represents twenty." According to Lennox 

Simpson, a political adviser to the Chinese Government dele

gation at the Conference, "if Dr. Sun Yat-sen's two provinces 

were separately represented this would bring a Chinese 

provincial congress to Washington, mixing up purely internal 

questions wi th the international problems of the Pacific. ,,29 

An invitation was, therefore, not issued to the Canton Gov

ernment. 

Sun's attempt to get American political and diplomatic 

support had been in vain. American officials were prejudiced 
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against him and the State Department refused to let a separate 

delegation participate in the Washington Conference. In ad

dition to his failure to obtain recognition, Sun was unable 

to get American financial aid, and the State Department used 

its influence with prospective creditors against the Canton 

Government. 

The United States neglected the Canton Government's fi

nancial crisis and refused to offer any kind of aid because 

of political considerations. Ernest Price noticed the serious 

financial situation at Canton in May of 1921. He notified the 

State Department that the Government was making a desperate 

attempt to get credit from Japan, France, and the United 

States. 3D Price's viewpoint was that the United States 

should offer aid to Canton as soon as possible. The State 

Department was unreceptive to the suggestion, despite the 

fact that Japan could use loans to the Canton Government to 

increase its economic penetration of China. 

Facing serious financial problems, the Canton Government 

negotiated with George H. Shank of Chicago for a $100,000,000 

loan. 31 The loan plan was that the Canton Government would 

issue $100,000,000 of 8 per cent, twenty-year bonds, payable 

in gold. The Canton Government would invest the money in in

dustries in South China. The industries would become the 

property of the Government after twenty years. Sun and Shank 

sought U.S. Government approval in February, 1921, but "the 

State Department turned down the deal," according to Ma Soo's 

statement in the New York Times of January 29, 1922. 32 Yet, 
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the Canton Government did not give up the possibility of fi

nancial help from the United States and publicly encouraged 

American businesses to invest in the South China market. 

The State Department blocked Canton's efforts to obtain 

aid to avoid problems with those foreign governments that 

recognized the Peking Government. Peking had been recognized 

as the capital of China since 1911 because it dealt with most 

international affairs. As long as most nations maintained 

their diplomatic relations with Peking, the United States 

was compelled to do the same. Unless the United States fol

lowed their recognition policy it would lead to diplomatic 

problems and perhaps isolation on Chinese policy. Even had 

the United States wanted to be friendly with Canton, America 

had no choice but to keep in harmony with other nations and 

thereby to sacrifice the possible advantages of an independent 

policy toward China. 

The gulf was widened between the United States and Can

ton over the Customs Surplus Crisis of 1921. Background is 

needed to understand the Crisis. Since the 1840s, China had 

been an unequal party in treaties imposed by foreign powers. 

The 1858 Tientsin Agreement of Maritime Customs was one of 

these treaties which seriously damaged the sovereignty of 

China. The Tientsin Agreement stipulated that Chinese duties 

on foreign goods would be low, which caused deficits in the 

Chinese Government's budget. 33 Further, the use of foreign 

maritime officials in Chinese ports nullified the independent 

rights of the Chinese Maritime Customs Administration. The 
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Chinese Maritime Customs Administration had been largely com

prised of a foreign staff under a foreign director. During 

the revolution of 1911, foreign customs commissioners took 

over customs revenues, which included collecting, banking, 

and remitting items. Not long after the revolution, an agree

ment signed at Peking declared any surplus would be released 

to the Peking Government. However, the Diplomatic Corps at 

Peking was still the trustee of the revenue which was used 

by the Peking Government. 34 

The problem was that the Diplomatic Corps at Peking 

could dispose of the customs surplus without regard to the 

wishes of the Peking Government. As China struggled for uni

fication through civil war from 1911 to 1920, the Diplomatic 

Corps acquired more power to handle the customs surplus. For 

example, when Canton demanded a pro rata share of 13.7 per 

cent of the total revenue collection, which Canton was en

titled to because of the area under its control, only the 

Diplomatic Corps could decide whether to meet the demand. 

The Diplomatic Corps had a good impression of the Canton Gov

ernment in 1918, which had excluded Sun Yat-sen from leader

35ship in May, and therefore granted the percentage.

This policy remained in force until the spring of 1920, 

when political disruption in Canton caused payments to be 

suspended. When the crisis was resolved at the end of 1920 

and Sun returned to Canton from Shanghai, the Canton Govern

ment requested that the Diplomatic Corps resume payment of 

the surplus. However, the U.S. State Department opposed this 
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36 
request and the funds were paid to the Peking Government. 

Failure to obtain the customs surplus made Canton unhappy 

with the foreign powers. The first Customs Surplus Crisis 

of 1921 was the consequence. 

The Diplomatic Corps decision to pay the entire surplus 

to the Peking Government stemmed from Canton's cancellation 

of the Cassells Mining Contract. The contract was signed be

tween Great Britain and the Kwangsi warlords who were in con

trol of the Canton Government. The contract, which granted 

the British mining rights in southern China, gave the British 

special political and economic benefits over their foreign 

competition. When Sun returned to Canton, he ordered the 

repudiation of the contract to prevent another development 

of imperialism. 

The United States was at first pleased with Sun's action. 

Ernest Price, American Vice Consul in Charge at Canton, re

ported to the State Department that if the Canton Government 

did not cancel the contract, "all Americans are agreed [it] 

would close the door to us in South China.,,37 Price believed 

that the United States should aid Sun if he experienced dif

ficulty with Great Britain over nullification of the Cassells 

Agreement. The repudiation of the contract generated the 

Customs Surplus Crisis. 

Facing the repudiation of the Cassells Mining Contract, 

Sir Beilby Alston, Great Britain's Minister at Peking, pro

posed that Sun and the Canton Government be punished. At a 

meeting of the Diplomatic Corps, he suggested that the 13.7 
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per cent of the Customs Surplus that had been authorized for 

Canton should continue to be diverted to Peking. 

The United States' attitude on the proposal drew concern 

from the foreign powers. America faced two choices. It 

could support Sun and try to replace Great Britain as a power 

in South China, or support Great Britain to maintain good re

lations with that nation and Peking. After careful deliber

ation, the U.S. chose the latter course. America had decided 

not to support Canton because "reinforcing Peking financially 

would weaken Sun and aid the possibility of reunification of 

this country." 39 The State Department, therefore, instructed 

the Minister at Peking, Charles R. Crane, to support the 

British proposal. 

Sun Yat-sen was undoubtedly irritated by Canton's loss 

of the surplus to Peking. On February 1, 1921, Sun threaten

ed to seize the maritime customs in Kwangtung Province, and 

instructed his Foreign Minister, Wu Ting-fang, to protest 

the Diplomatic Corps' decision in a note to the United States. 

Sun argued in the note that the Peking Government did not 

represent the Chinese people, and it should not receive the 

total surplus. He also criticized the Diplomatic Corps for 

40interfering in Chinese internal affairs. Meanwhile, Price 

had disagreed with the American support of Great Britain, and 

urged the State Department to pay more attention to the na

tionalism that Canton had aroused. He also pointed out that 

American accord with the British worked against its economic 

interests. Thomas Lamont of J.P. Morgan & Company which had 
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interests in southern China had been pleased when the Cassells 

Mining Contract was abrogated. 41 

The American Government, nevertheless, firmly supported 

the decision of the Diplomatic Corps. With respect to Sun's 

threat to seize the Customs House in Kwangtung Province, the 

State Department finally adopted Minister Crane's proposal to 

. 42 
prevent it with force If necessary. 

Sun did not attempt to seize the Customs House. He was 

too weak as he had just returned to Canton and was mired in 

building a government. He also wanted to gain American sup

port and thereby chose to avoid confrontation in 1921. The 

first Customs Surplus Crisis was temporarily resolved, but a 

second crisis of Customs Surplus occurred at the end of 1923. 

Another serious problem between the United States and 

Canton was the military relationship which entailed the lat

ter's purchase of military supplies and equipment from the 

former. These purchases, however, did not represent American 

Government aid, but were strictly commercial transactions be

tween the Canton Government and American businessmen, who were 

allowed to sell military items on a limited basis by the per

mission of the U.S. Government. But the sale of U.S. military 

items became a sensitive diplomatic topic in 1921 and caused 

conflicts between the powers. 

On May 5, 1919, a "China Arms Embargo Agreement" was 

signed by the Diplomatic Corps at Peking. The agreement was 

to prevent the enlargement of the civil war in China through 

the embargo of "arms and munitions of war and material destined 
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exclusively for their manufacture. ,,43 The items to be embar

goed, however, were not clearly defined. Confusion about 

the specific items on the embargo list resulted in arguments 

among the powers. For example, the State Department objected 

on November 17, 1919, to the British Vickers Contract to sell 

airplanes to Peking on the grounds it was an arms purchase 

contract, but the British Government insisted that it was non

. . 44
mllltary contract. 

Disagreements also arose over the 1920 American contract 

to sell machinery for manufacturing rifles, a number of air

planes, and iron material for the construction of an arsenal. 45 

This agreement was not made with Sun but with the earlier Can

ton regime headed by Mo Ying-hsin, ex-Governor of Canton, and 

Ma Chi, Superintendent-General of the Canton Arsenal. They 

were in charge when the iron arrived. A change in the Canton 

Government resulted in the delivery of the machinery and air

planes in December, 1920, to Chen Chiung-ming, Sun's military 

subordinate. Chen tried to install the machinery in the Shih 

Ching Arsenal of Canton, but it was too large for the build

ing. The Canton Government then asked an American company, 

the Rabbitt Engineering Corporation, for help in enlarging 

the arsenal. When the Rabbitt engineers were ready to re

construct the Canton arsenal, the Canton authorities purchased 

more than a dozen amphibious military planes from America 

through merch an ts a t Macao .46 These purchases, together with 

the machinery importation, led to diplomatic conflicts be

tween America and other powers. 
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Great Britain and Japan were irritated and both claimed 

that the American machinery would be put to military use. 

They also insisted that Davis & Company, an American owned 

company, had cooperated with Rabbitt Engineering Corporation 

to try to complete the Canton Arsenal. The United States 

denied the charge. Offended by the American criticism of the 

1919 Vickers Contract, the British Government now condemned 

the American supply of military items to Canton as an "ob

48stacIe to peace between North and South." 

The American Government dismissed these accusations. 

The State Department continued to deny that the shipments of 

machinery to Canton had other than commercial uses, and also 

rebuked the British for Vickers and Handley-Page Airplane 

contracts, and the Japanese for constructing an ammunition 

power factory at Liutaokou, an industrial city in Manchuria. 49 

The State Department also pointed up the American diffi

culty in enforcement of the arms embargo. According to the 

State Department, the repeal of the provisions of the 1917 

Espionage Act on March 3, 1921, had deprived the government 

of the power to prevent arms shipments to China.50 

The Canton Government regarded the American defense for 

the shipment of machinery to Canton as an excellent chance 

to obtain American friendship. Ma Soo delivered a cablegram 

to America on July 8 from Wu Ting-fang, the Foreign Minister 

of the Canton Government. It charged that Japan had already 

taken part in the civil war in South China between Kwangtung 
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and Kwangsi. As Japan had provided Kwangsi troops, the enemy 

of the Canton Government, with arms and ammunition, Ma stated 

that the Chinese "cry for justice" should be heard "by the 

liberty loving people of America.,,51 

American repudiation of British and Japanese charges on 

the machinery shipments, however, was not a friendly signal 

to Sun and his Government. America was simply interested in 

the protection of its commerce and upholding the Open Door 

Policy. The United States had gone along with the China Arms 

Embargo in 1919 to prevent the Japanese from becoming monop

olistic suppliers of arms from Japan.52 The United States 

had to take action to protect some covert shipments such as 

the sale of machinery in 1921 to Canton. These shipments 

were used to break Japan's monoply in the arms market and to 

restrict the Japanese political and military spheres of in

fluence in China. 

The widespread violation of the arms embargo led to a 

compromise between the powers. At the Washington Conference, 

representatives of the various nations agreed to enforce 

strictly the embargo. 53 As a result, the United States began 

its embargo of Canton. When the American Oriental Trading 

Company requested authority to ship 3,000 rifles and 1,500,000 

rounds of ammunition from the Philippine Islands to China, the 

State Department ordered the Acting Government of the Islands 

to stop shipment. 54 The Administration's authority on the 

matter was strengthened by a House resolution giving Presi

dent Harding power to impose an arms embargo to nations where 
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the U.S. exercised extraterritorial jurisdiction, and China 

was in that category.55 On March 4, 1922, President Harding 

formally declared that the exportation of arms or munitions 

to China would be unlawful. 56 The problem of the arms em

bargo was settled, so far as the United States was concerned, 

and the Canton Government was required to wage war independ

ently without any foreign military help. 

By 1921, relations between America and the Canton Gov

ernment had become decidedly unfriendly. This situation was 

due to the prejudice of some American officials against Sun, 

and the desire of the United States to maintain diplomatic 

relations with Peking, the Canton Government's rival. Con

sequently, Sun failed to obtain support from America. Amer

ica declined to recognize Canton, never considered offering 

Sun economic aid, and embargoed arms to Canton. Under these 

circumstances, Sun's Canton Government experienced severe 

difficulties. 
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Chapter II 

AMERICAN POLICY	 AND CHEN CHIUNG-MING'S INSURRECTION AGAINST 
-- SUN YAT-SEN-:-TIi2" 

China again plunged into civil war in 1922. Chang Tso

lin, the warlord of Manchuria, and Wu Pei-fu, the warlord of 

Central China, both wanted to seize Peking, the capital of 

China, as a political base to gain the diplomatic recognition 

from foreign countries. Chang Tso-lin controlled the city at 

first, but in April of 1922, he was attacked by Wu Pei-fu, 

which resulted in the Chihli-Fengtien War. 

The Canton Government played an important role in the 

conflict between Chang and Wu. As President of the Canton 

Government, Sun Yat-sen regarded the clash between Chang and 

Wu as a chance for him to strengthen his Government. The tac

tic which Sun adopted was to link his Southern forces with 

Chang Tso-lin's Northern forces and envelope Wu Pei-fu. 

Termed the Northern Expedition, the Southern attack was de

signed by Sun in the belief that he could unify the country 

through a successful campaign. 

Sun's Northern Expedition was intended to unify the na

tion. A fierce nationalist, Sun had long struggled to elimin

ate imperialism in China. He mistakenly thought that the 

revolution of 1911, which overthrew the despotic Manchu Dyn

asty and established the Republic of China, would oust the 

foreign powers then in firm control of many parts of China. 

Sun desperately began to encourage nationalism to eliminate 

foreign influence. The Northern Expedition was perceived as 
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a way to both unify the country and end foreign domination, 

as foreign powers backed the warlords. 

Although Sun tried to persuade the Canton Government to 

adopt the Northern Expedition plan, he could not win the sup

port of General Chen Chiung-ming, the military leader who 

helped him regain Canton in 1920. Chen had contributed great

ly to Sun's revolution and was loyal to him until 1920. How

ever, they diverged politically after 1920, especially on the 

issue of the Northern Expedition, because Chen advocated Pro

vincial Autonomy. 

Provincial Autonomy was a political group that favored 

adoption of the system of United States federalism} This 

idea was first introduced to the China Provisional Government 

in 1911. Because Yuan Shih-kai was a dictator and favored a 

system of central authority during the 1910s, the progressive 

members of the Republic Government of China advocated Provin

cial Autonomy to prevent dictatorship. The progressives sug

gested that political power be divided between the provinces 

and a central government. Each Chinese province would write 

a constitution to govern itself internally, and every pro

vince would dispatch representatives to participate in the 

national assembly held in the capital that would legislate 

. l' 2on natlona lssues. 

But Provincial Autonomy was easily abused by ambitious 

soldiers who became the warlords and fragmented the country 

into many military sections under their authority. General 

Chen Chiung-ming was one of these ambitious military figures, 
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and he was in charge of the Kwangtung Province. He helped Sun 

take over Kwangtung in 1920 and establish the Canton Govern

ment in 1921. 

Sun strongly opposed Provincial Autonomy, but Chen 

Chiung-ming favored it. When Chen returned to Canton, he 

planned to establish an independent regional government in 

Kwangtung under his own leadership.3 Chen not only opposed 

Sun as the President of the Canton Government, but he also 

opposed Sun's intention to ally with Chang Tso-lin. In April 

of 1921, Sun and Chen argued over Provincial Autonomy. Chen 

insisted that only Provincial Autonomy in Kwangtung could 

end civil war and build a peaceful and prosperous province 

for the people. But Sun disputed Chen, and argued that an 

autonomous Kwangtung Province could not protect itself, and 

if it imposed a high tax on the people to raise an army, it 

would result in an oppressive situation.4 However, Chen still 

insisted on Provincial Autonomy and opposed Sun's Northern Ex

pedition. 

Chen Chiung-ming's reputation with some Americans was 

that of able leader who wanted peace. As early as 1912, Amer

ican officials in China praised Chen's radical policies of 

outlawing gambling casinos and brothels when he governed Can

ton. It was also reported that other foreigners at Canton 

spoke highly of him.5 When Chen was at the military base of 

Changchow in 1919, the U.S. officials reported that Chen was 

successfully developing Changchow. American citizens were 

proud of Chen's contributions to the city in education, road 
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construction, and culture, and considered him a gifted in

· . d 6d lVl ual. They were deeply impressed with his educational 

achievements, and especially the fact he had sent many students 

to the United States. All this strengthened American confi

dence in Chen. 

Although Chen's reputation did not equal Sun's inside 

the Canton Government, he had more American support. When 

the Canton Government was formed in 1921, American officials 

looked closely at the political developments within the Gov

ernment including the rise of opposition to Sun's leadership. 

The U.S. Minister, Charles R. Crane, reported to the State 

Department that Sun was losing the support of his followers, 

one of whom was Chen Chiung-ming. Another U.S. official in 

China reported that Chen was willing to build "a clean gov

ernment truly representative of the people of the province," 

and thought that Chen was preferable to Sun, who was a dreamer 

and an ambitious leader. Crane concluded that the people re

8spected and would not forget General Chen chiung-ming. 

Not only did the diplomats praise Chen Chiung-ming in 

their dispatches to the State Department, but the United 

States publicly praised him. On September II, 1921, Paul S. 

Reinsch, former United States Minister to China, said that 

"the so-called Government of Dr. Sun Yat-sen does not govern 

anywhere. The real government is the Provincial Government 

under Chen Chiung-ming, a very superior man of great ability 

. one who would achieve a sound future.,,9 American praise 

encouraged Chen Chiung-ming to oppose Sun Yat-sen's military 
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plan and to challenge his leadership throughout the year of 

1922. 

Despite American encouragement, Chen was a nationalist 

who was unwilling to invoke foreign assistance against Sun. 

Russia was willing to send him aid in order to unify the 

country in 1920, but he refused. 10 Although recognized by 

the U.S. as the only qualified political figure in the Canton 

Government, Chen had no intention of collaborating with a 

. h 11f orelgn power to overt row Sun. 

On October 8, 1921, Sun Yat-sen introduced the "Northern 

Expedition" resolution in the Canton Parliament. It finally 

passed, but Chen Chiung-ming refused to cooperate with the 

. l' 1 12ml ltary pan. Chen not only controlled the finances in 

Kwangtung, but he attempted to draft a provincial constitution 

for the province. Although Sun was willing to compromise with 

Chen and granted him a higher rank in the Government to gain 

13his support, Chen refused to cooperate. When this effort 

failed, Sun arrived at Kwelin, a military base for the North

ern Expedition, on December 4, 1921, and prepared for the of

fensive without sufficient men, supplies, and equipment. 

Meanwhile, the United States correctly predicted the termin

ation of the Sun-Chen alliance.14 

The end of their alliance was clearly illustrated by 

several events in 1922. When the army of the Northern Ex

pedition marched into southern Hunan Province, Chen refused 

it aid. Furthermore, Chen communicated with the warlord of 

Hunan, Chao Hen-ti, and asked him to attack Sun's military 
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15task forces. On March 21, 1922, Sun's close friend, Teng 

Kong, who was in charge of the expenditures of the Northern 

Expedition, was assassinated in Canton. It was rumored that 

Chen ordered the murder, 16 and this brought the Sun and Chen 

relationship close to the breaking point. I? Sun returned to 

Canton on March 26, 1922. Chen Chiung-ming forced him to 

withdraw his army from Canton and the relationship was rup

tured. 

Meanwhile, on January 26, 1922, Sun had again instructed 

Wu Ting-fang to ask the U.S. to recognize the Canton Govern

ment, but the United States did not reply.I8 This made it 

obvious that Sun could not win America's trust during this 

hard time. Threatened by Chen and rebuffed by the United 

States, Sun's only choice seemed to be an alliance with Chang 

Tso-lin, the biggest warlord in Manchuria. Chang, who relied 

on Japan to maintain his position, was willing to cooperate 

with Sun in attacking Wu Pei-fu. 

Sun was pursuing two policies that heightened the wari

ness of American officials toward him. The first was his re

course to war to unify China. The policy of the United States 

was to maintain peace in China. America was opposed to any 

war in China and, consequently, objected to Sun's preparations 

to attack Wu Pei-fu. The second reason for American wariness 

was Sun's coalition with Chang Tso-lin. The United States 

could not ignore the possibility that Japan would take ad

vantage of China once the Sun-Chang coalition attacked Wu. 

This was a situation America absolutely could not condone. 
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When Sun Yat-sen started to work with Chang Tso-lin, 

u.S. officials closely scrutinized the development. The 

Sun-Chang coalition had once been part of a triple alliance 

among Sun Yat-sen, Chang Tso-lin, and Tuan Chi-jui, another 

pro-Japanese political leader in Northern China. 19 Both Chang 

and Tuan had sent special emissaries to Kwelin to initiate an 

alliance with Sun, who later reciprocated by dispatching rep

20resentatives to talk with his future allies. When Tuan lost 

his power in 1920, however, the triple alliance became a dual 

coalition. On March 2, 1922, the New York Times reported 

that U.S. diplomatic observers in China were very concerned 

1 ·· 21about t h e coa ltlon. 

The first step toward the Sun-Chang coalition was C.C. 

Wu's visit to Manchuria. Wu was the son of Wu Ting-fang, the 

Foreign Minister of the Canton Government. His ten-day so

journ in Mukden, according to an American official's report, 

was believed to be for the purpose of obtaining money from 

22Chang Tso-lin to finance the alliance.

The U.S. had an uneasy reaction to C.C. Wu's Mukden visit. 

The new American Minister to China, Jacob G. Schurman, was 

dispatched to Canton on March 18, 1922}3 The purpose of his 

trip was apparently to gain information about C.C. WU's visit 

to Mukden. Sun was at Kwelin for the Northern Expedition dur

ing Schurman's trip, but the American avoided Kwelin. He 

visited only Canton, where Wu Ting-fang gave a banquet in his 

behalf. Schurman seemed eager to understand the consequences 

of the coalition on the imminent civil war. 
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C.C. Wu himself informed Schurman on April 1, 1922, that 

the decision at Mukden was to make Sun President and Tuan 

Vice President of the new united government that would re

sult from a successful war against the Chihli party.24 The 

United States continued to worry about the proposed political 

arrangement. A month after his visit at Canton, Schurman went 

to Mukden to search for more answers to his questions. He 

listened to General Chang Tso-lin's explanation of events. 

Schurman was apprehensive about Japanese support of the Sun 

and Chang coalition, which could increase Japanese influence 

in China at the expense of the West should the coalition suc

25ceed. These concerns made it impossible for the United 

States to help Sun's Northern Expedition. 

The bitter outcome of Sun's Northern Expedition came 

when the Chihli-Fengtien War broke out on April 26, 1922. 

Sun, following dual coalition strategy, began attacks from 

South to North to enable Chang to check Wu Pei-fu from the 

North. But Chen Chiun-ming already had collaborated with Wu 

to disrupt Sun's supply lines and divulged his military plans 

26 
to wu. Chen's collaboration led Sun to dismiss Chen as Gov

ernor of Kwangtung. After this formal break, hostilities 

accelerated between the two. 

Chen's dismissal caused grave concern among American 

officials. On April 26, 1922, the Secretary of State cabled 

Schurman and asked, "What significance is there in the resig

nation of Chen?,,27 Schurman indicated that "Sun would march 

straight to Peking with a poor army that is regarded as 
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hopeless." The certain defeat of Sun Yat-sen would increase 

Chen's power in the Canton Government and he "would establish 

a good democratic governmen t. ,,28 Schurman concluded that Sun 

and Chen might have armed conflicts in the near future. 

Jay C. Huston, the American Consul General in Canton, 

interviewed Sun on April 29, 1922, and made a report to 

Frank P. Lockhart of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs. 

Based on Huston's report, Lockhart wrote to William Phillips, 

Under Secretary of State, that "Sun is a serious obstacle in 

the way of the unification of China . . I doubt it would be 

possible to suggest any solution of the trouble in China which 

would be satisfactory to Sun." 29 

Perhaps Huston's judgment of Sun as a stubborn leader 

unwilling to unify peacefully was correct. He refused Wu 

Pei-fu's proposal to unify the country in May, 1922, which 

displeased Huston and led him to suggest that Sun might be 

"mentally unbalanced. ,,30 Dispite failure of the Northern Ex

d··· . 1 t d . h 9 31pe ltlon ln Aprl , Sun resurrec e lt at S ao Kuan on May . 

Interviewed by Isaac F. Marcosson, a writer for the Saturday 

Evening Post, Sun denounced the Washington Conference and 

defended his alliance with Chang Tso-lin. 32 He argued that 

he was not pro-Japanese, but domestic problems allowed him 

no choice except an alliance with Chang, in spite of his pro-

Japanese tendencies. The United States, however, kept crit

icizing Sun's Northern Expedition plan. On May 20, 1922, 

Schurman predicted again, "Sun would march straight to Peking 
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with his small and miserable army having sublime confidence 

in his own ability to establish a unified and perfect repub

lic.,,33 Schurman thought Sun should discard the Northern Ex

pedition and use peace talks to unify China. On that date, 

China had "a better prospect of unification than heretofore. ,,3

Still, Sun persisted in his Northern Expedition. On 

June 3, 1922, he won a victory in Kanchow, an important city 

in Kiangsi Province. The American Minister, however, pre

dicted that Sun "should be checked by Wu Pei-fu. ,,35 Sun re

alized that the United States and other nations would not 

assist him. On June 6, 1922, he asked the foreign powers 

not to interfere in Chinese internal affairs. He also ac

cused the foreign powers of backing the warlords, for he knew 

36that Wu Pei-fu was being supported by the British. The re

lationship between Sun and the United States worsened in June. 

After Chen Chiung-ming's dismissal as Governor in April, 

and the failure of Sun's attempt to compromise with Chen by 

offering him a position to direct the military affairs in 

Kwangtun and Kwangsi, the tension between Sun and Chen reached 

its climax in armed conflict. 37 

The immediate cause was Sun's refusal to negotiate with 

the new president at Peking, Li Yuan-hung. Li's new position 

was due to the defeat and exile of Chang Tso-lin after the 

Chihli-Fengtien War. Trying to be a peacemaker, Li invited 

Sun to Peking to plan for a reunited China. Sun's refusal 

incurred criticism. Chen realized that a serious financial 
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crisis in Canton was an expected outcome of Sun's projected 

campaign against the North. Chen, therefore, was anxious to 

38have peace at that moment. Sun's refusal to negotiate en

raged Chen, and led him to attack the Canton presidential 

residence and drive out Sun on June 16, 1922. 39 

Although the United States did not enter the conflict 

between Sun and Chen, it was delighted at the news of Chen 

h " d' 40 S . hd h . Clung-mlng's coup 'etat ln Canton. un Wlt rew lS 

three gunboats to Whampoa, a harbor and small island close 

protest. 

to Canton. The gunboats opened fire on the city and hit two 

American buildings. U.S. Consul, Jay C. Huston, issued a 

41 

Still the United States did not want to be drawn into 

this conflict. Although Sun's American adviser, Robert S. 

Norman, arranged to have an American ship save the life of 

Sun's guard, Chen Suan, the United States maintained its 

f' 421 . 

cabled the State Department that he had visited Sun on the 

gunboat, Yung Feng, and promised him a "dignified retreat" 

from Whampoa through foreign mediation~3 The State Depart

ment refused to honor the promise as Schurman thought the 

foreign mediation would only "dignify and magnify Sun Yat

44 

po lCy 0 non-lnterference. On June 23, 1922, Huston 

sen and assure him of prestige in the future." Thus, the 

State Department announced on June 26, 1922, that the United 

States Consul at Canton would not participate in mediation. 45 

Sun experienced frustration aboard his gunboat. His 

navy was small and was not always loyal. He faced the 
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dilemma of retreating from Whampoa or fighting his way back 

to Canton. The united States informed him that "strong action 

. .
would be taken by the U.S. Navy" lf he opened flre on Canton. 

On August 9, 1922, Sun tried to leave for Shanghai. He 

instructed his son-in-law, Dai En-sai, to inquire of the 

American commander about the possibility of leaving the war 

area on a U.S. gunboat. The American commander replied that 

this would require the permission of the U.S. Minister at 

· 47
P e k lng. Before Minister Schurman could reply, Sun obtained 

assistance from the British. On that same day, Sun left Can

ton on a British warship for Hong Kong, where he planned to 

h h' 48transfer to t h e Empress of RUSSla. for Sang al. 

Sun Yat-sen arrived at Shanghai on August 14, 1922. 

Still determined to gain U.S. support, he never reproached 

American diplomatic policy toward him, and even found reason 

to praise it. On August 10, 1922, when Sun was on the Brit

ish gunboat, he indicated that U.S. diplomacy was humane, in 

spite of American inactivity when Chen Chiung-ming threatened 

· l' 49h lS 1 fe . Also, to flatter and attract American friendship, 

Sun outlined a plan on August 25, 1922, to rehabilitate 

China's finances by having America take over China's debts 

to European countries on a refunding basis, as part payment 

50 on European debts to the United States.

The United States was unmoved by Sun's overtures. While 

at Shanghai, Sun regrouped the defeated forces of the North

ern Expedition and, to the consternation of the United States, 
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invaded Fukien. On October 17, 1922, when the Southern troops 

took over Foochow, the capital of Fukien Province, the United 

States and other foreign powers dispatched warships and ma

. d h" t 51rlnes to guar t elr lnteres s. However, the real purpose 

was to discourage Sun from using Fukien as the base for his 

return to Canton. 

The United States also could not forget Sun's opponent, 

General Chen Chiung-ming. In October, 1922, Schurman deliv

ered a speech at Tsinanfu, the capital of Shangtung Province, 

that supported "good government" and a "United States of 

China. ,,52 These same ideas were contained in a speech by 

" 1 . hI' 53Ch en on PrOVlnCla Autonomy glven mont sear ler. 

The Sun-Chen conflict of 1922 was a tragedy. The United 

States played a supporting role by encouraging Chen and op

posing Sun. Historian James E. Sheridan described Chen as 

"a reformist warlord. ,,54 It was a fair description because 

he was both a reformer and a warlord. Unfortunately, the 

United States saw only the reformer and not the warlord who 

instigated war in Canton. 

The American Government also, unfortunately, refused to 

appreciate that Sun Yat-sen's nationalism might have main

tained a republic in China had the Northern Expedition been 

successful. F. Gilbert Chan's judgment was that the differ

ence between Sun and Chen was that Chen was more interested 

in local reforms than in the movement of national reunifica

tion. 55 Yet, American policy was pro-Chen. 
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Chapter III 

AMERICAN GUNBOAT DIPLOMACY AND THE CANTON GOVERNMENT 

1923 was a turning point for the relations between Sun 

Yat-sen's Canton Government and the United States. After his 

defeat by Chen Chiung-ming in 1922, Sun Yat-sen tried his 

best to improve relations with the United States in spite of 

its past attitude toward him. 

Defeated by Chen Chiung-ming and exiled to Shanghai in 

1922, Sun never gave up hope of winning American and other 

foreign support. To first gain American trust and then sup

port, Sun made efforts through political, military, and dip

lomatic channels in early 1923. 

One of Sun Yat-sen's efforts to impress the United States 

was his political philosophy for China of "San-Min-Chu-I," or 

the "Three Principles of the People," publicly enunciated on 

January 1, 1923. These were the principles of Nationalism, 

Democracy, and National Livelihood. 1 It was said that the 

Three Principles were of American origin because they were 

similar to President Abraham Lincoln's statement "of the 

people, by the people, and for the people" at Gettysburg.2 

Although the Three Principles were not political rhetoric 

for Americans, Sun thought that they would be impressed by 

his political ideology and, therefore, willing to aid him. 

Sun also sought a military victory over Chen Chiung

ming to strengthen his reputation with foreign countries. 

Sun, through the intermediary of Tsou Lu, asked the Yunnan
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Kwangsi troops coalition to attack Chen Chiung-ming and re

store Sun as head of the Canton Government. 3 On January 16, 

1923, the Yunnan-Kwangsi army led by Generals Yang Hsi-min 

and Liu Chen-huan captured Canton, and Chen was deposed. This 

victory increased Sun's possibilities of regaining leadership 

by the Canton Government. Furthermore, foreign countries 

also paid attention to Sun's military success and now con

ceded he was a very important leader in Southern China. 

Sun's military victory did not encourage him to become 

more aggressive toward the Canton Government's enemies. In 

other words, Sun did not resurrect the Northern Expedition 

once Chen had been ousted. Sun played the role of peacemaker 

for the moment and proposed peace negotiations between the 

South and the North. His purpose was to attract foreign at

tention to himself and encourage the foreign perception that 

he was a peacemaker. So, after January of 1923, Sun's intern

al policy and international diplomacy focused on peace nego

tiations. 

Sun issued a "Statement of Peaceful Unification" on Jan

uary 26, 1923, proposing disarmament among all factions in 

China.4 This would free thousands of soldiers controlled by 

warlords to work for the construction of China with tools, 

not weapons. Sun thought peaceful negotiations would lead 

the warlords to relinquish their armies. 

American help was next on Sun's agenda. On February 15, 

1923, Sun sailed from Shanghai for Hong Kong enroute to Canton. 
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On the steamship President Jefferson, he coincidently met 

Nelson T. Johnson, an official of the Division of Far Eastern 

Affairs of the State Department. Sun, through his secretary, 

Eugene Chen, described his new scheme of peaceful unification 

to Johnson. It had three points. First, Sun hoped that for

eign governments would apply pressure to force the Peking 

Government to hold another peace conference. Next, if the 

Peking Government refused to participate in a peace confer

ence, Sun proposed that the foreign powers withhold its Cus

toms Surpluses. Last, Sun wanted the United States to medi

ate between the Chinese leaders with the objective of unify

ing the country. Sun thought the best nominee for the role 

of mediator was the Secretary of State, Charles E. Hughes. 5 

In short, Sun wanted the United States to sponsor his peace 

plan. 

6Sun reached Canton on February 21, 1923. A military 

victor, peace advocate, and powerful leader, Sun still had 

to work to maintain his reputation. Sun was eager to impress 

Americans that he was a friendly leader whose policies the 

United States would welcome, including peace talks with Pe

king and encouraging American investments in China. 

To confirm his intention to hold peace talks with the Pe

king Government, on February 28, 1923, Sun appointed Hu Han

min and Sun Hung-yi as negotiators for the Canton Government 

in unification talks with the North.? Furthermore, Sun sup

planted the original Canton Government of 1921 with the Can

ton Military Government on March 2, 1923. Sun became the 
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Generalissimo rather than President of this government. This 

was a concession by Sun to eliminate the obstacles to peace 

talks and avoid embarrassment to Peking since only Peking was 

recognized by foreign countries, and Sun knew that fact could 

not be changed easily. By negotiating as Generalissimo and 

not as President, Sun symbolically conceded Peking's status 

as the only government in China. 

Sun tried to please the United States with this conces

sion to begin peace talks, and thought it would enable him to 

attract American capital. Even though Sun had just arrived 

at Canton, he soon negotiated for a loan from the Government 

of Hong Kong with the help of Liang Shih-i, the influential 

Cantonese financier and former Peking official under Chang

8Tso-lin's patronage. Sun proclaimed that he still needed 

more foreign capital. Therefore, Sun announced on April 1, 

1923, the new Canton policy of welcoming all nations willing 

to invest in government enterprises. Sun emphasized that 

"American and British capital will be preferred. ,,9 

The U.S. officials looked at Chinese domestic issues 

carefully. By late April, 1923, they thought Sun Yat-sen's 

willingness to talk with Peking an optimistic sign of the 

peaceful reunification of China. However, two incidents ob

literated the hopes for peace. 

The first incident was the Lincheng Outrage. In the 

early morning of May 6, the train "Blue Express", bound from 

Pukow to Tientsin, was raided near Lincheng in Shangtung 
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Province. Thirty-five foreigners were on board. Mr. Roth-

man, a British subject, was shot to death and 26 people, in-

eluding several women, were captured. Most of the women were 

released within a day or two, but the men were carried off 

into the neighboring hills, and the last batch of foreign 

captives was not released until June 12. 10 Interestingly 

enough, Sun Mai-yao, the leader of the bandits, was given the 

rank of Brigadier General by the Peking Government after the 

outrage. This reprehensible action provoked angry foreign 

countries, including the United States, to protest to the 

Peking Government, which failed to resolve the incident 

quickly. 

Sun Yat-sen used the crisis to increase his access to 

the foreign powers. On May 24, the Canton Military Govern

ment cabled the Diplomatic Corps and urged them to withdraw 

.. f h k' 11recognltlon rom t e Pe lng Government. Sun Yat-sen rea

soned that the Peking Government had to lose credit with 

foreign countries from the Lincheng Outrage. He thought 

they would have to withdraw support from the Peking Govern

ment, which had also been inefficient in the peace negotia

tions with the Canton Government. Knowing that he had the 

opportunity to gain strong support from foreign powers, Sun 

gradually lost interest in a peace conference with the in

creasingly isolated Peking Government. He imagined that the 

severe damage to the Peking Government from the Lincheng Out

rage could enable the Canton Government to replace it. 

The second incident was a coup d'etat in Peking. On 
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June 13, 1923, General Feng Yu-hsiang, a military figure in 

the North, ordered his troops to oust Peking President Li 

Yuan-hung. Sun was pleased with Li's resignation and thought 

that it only proved the Peking regime was weak and unquali 

fied. Sun, therefore, issued a manifesto on June 29, 1923, 

in which he demanded that the foreign powers withhold recog

nition of Peking "until a government has been established 

which can claim fairly to be representative of the country 

and can command the respect and support of the provinces. ,,12 

Jacob G. Schurman, the U.S. Minister in China, warned 

the State Department on July 13, 1923, that if his delegation 

were withdrawn from Peking or it was no longer recognized by 

foreign powers, "the peace, foreign interests, and foreign 

lives as well as property would be in an intolerable risk.,,13 

The main reason the United States would not withdraw recog

nition from Peking was that the Chihli Party, which con

14trolled the Government, was pro-American and anti-Japanese. 

Sun clearly knew his call for America to withdraw rec

ognition from the Peking Government was in valn. Neverthe

less, he incessantly fought for U.S. support of the Canton 

Military Government. In a July interview with Fletcher S. 

Brockman, an American reporter, Sun explained the four 

points of his recent policy: 

1.	 The Canton Government still wanted the foreign powers to 

withdraw their support from Peking. 

2. Canton would be devoted to nullification of the unequal 

treaties which implied the Chinese people could not 
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decide the duties by themselves. 

3.	 Canton would fight for Chinese democracy by itself if the 

United States was "unwilling to throw her influence on the 

side of democracy in China." If America was unwilling to 

support democracy, it could at least take its hands "off 

our affairs." 

4.	 Since the Chinese had lost hope of help from America and 

other Western powers, Canton might ask the Soviet Union 

for help because Russia was the only power that "shows any 

signs of helping us in the South." 15 

Still no foreign power would take Sun seriously. Brock-

man wrote that "prevailing foreign estimate of Dr. Sun has 

been that he is a dreamer, and therefore dangerous if put in 

charge of the affairs of the nation . Sun seemed to be 

seen as a promoter of revolutionary social doctrines, a sus

picious great executive, and a frustrated politician whose 

military career had not been a brilliant one.,,16 

Convinced that the United States would not support him 

and that the new chief of Peking, Tsao Kun, had no intention 

of genuine peace negotiations, Sun withdrew from the peace 

talks in July, 1923. 17 The civil war between the North and 

the South was renewed. 

American naval forces were dispatched once more to ob

serve the civil war. While Sun's forces fought with the 

Northern troops near Amoy, a coastal harbor in eastern China, 

the American gunboat Asheville arrived there for "the purpose 

of protecting American residents.,,18 The arrival of the gun

boat placed American forces in front of Sun's troops and 
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psychologically hindered them from attacking northward. 

The United States rapidly increased its support of Tsao 

Kun, the new Peking leader. In October, 1923, under the spon

sorship of the American Banking Consortium, Tsao received a 

large sum of money from them and was unfairly elected as the 

19President of the Peking Government. Although the United 

States knew that Tsao was unpopular in China, it had no 

choice except to support him. The American policy makers 

thought that only a politician who was pro-American and com

mitted to peace could be allowed to head the Peking Govern-

mente When Tsao was inaugurated at Peking on October 5, 

1923, Schurman was the only foreign minister present at the 

ceremony and he saw "no enthusiasm, no crowds, only police, 

soldiers and rickshaw men in [the] streets. ,,20 

Sun was angry with the American support of Tsao. When 

Tsao was elected President, Sun railed, "He is illiterate, 

he looted Peking in 1912, he is mainly responsible for the 

Lincheng Outrage and especially . . he was illegally and 

21corruptly elected." The United States could not tolerate 

Sun's condemnation of Tsao, and the Sun-American relationship 

deteriorated to its lowest point. 

Schurman struck back at Sun quickly. He said that Sun 

was controlled by mercenaries from Yunnan and was "unpopular" 

in Canton due to his oppressive tariff laws and levies and 

inability to defeat Chen chiung-ming. 22 Schurman predicted 

that Sun would soon collapse and asked the State Department 

to prevent Sun Yat-sen and Chang Tso-lin's coalition. 
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Schurman thought on November 10, 1923, that Sun's "fortunes 

were near their lowest ebb again." When Chen Chiung-ming re

belled again in Kwangtung Province, Schurman believed that 

23Sun would flee and Chen would return to Canton. 

Sun and America soon collided again in the Second Customs 

Crisis. Unable to obtain American support, Sun foresaw that 

the Canton Government would become weaker than the Peking 

Government, unless he acted quickly and decisively to re

solve the problems. One of his actions was to seize the cus

toms surplus to help resolve the financial difficulty of the 

Canton Government. 

Before this action, the Diplomatic Corps in Peking had 

adopted the view that any surplus would be turned over to the 

Peking Government.24 Sun was outraged at this decision. On 

September 5, 1923, C.C. Wu, the Foreign Minister of the Can

ton Military Government, presented a note to the Diplomatic 

Corps through James W. Jamieson, British Consul General at 

Canton. Wu informed the Corps that the southwestern provinces 

could no longer accept its practice of providing money to the 

Peking Government.25 Wu later again protested to the foreign 

powers that the Government in Peking did not represent the 

Chinese people, and therefore had no right to obtain the cus

toms surplus. 26 Wu complained that if the customs surplus 

went to Peking, it would be used to buy arms to use against 

the South. 

On September 22, 1923, Minister Schurman had a conversa

tion with Major Olivecrona, Engineer in the Chief Kwangtung 
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Conservancy Works and Acting Swedish Consul in Canton. Olive

crona had talked with C.C. Wu on September 5th, so he knew 

that Canton was going to make itself a free port, which means 

no duties would be collected on imported goods. Schurman was 

shocked when Olivecrona told him of Canton's intended action. 

He reported to the State Department, asking for instructions 

should Canton become a free port and local Canton authorities 

attempt to collect customs duties in the face of passive re

. d l' 27slstance an smugg lng. 

Schurman had some ideas of his own to prevent Canton 

from becoming a free port. He suggested that the State De

partment prevent the Canton Government's action through two 

steps. First, the United States should pretend to talk with 

the Canton Government about the customs surplus which Schurman 

thought would lead the Government in Peking to believe that 

America was willing to establish diplomatic ties with Canton. 

The Peking Government would accept the demands of the Diplo

matic Corps regarding the Lincheng Outrage as soon as possible 

to maintain ties with America. Second, America should await 

Sun's eclipse and the possible return to power of Chen Chiung

ming in Canton. If Sun was exiled again, the Customs Surplus 

Crisis would be peacefully resolved by General Chen.28 

The State Department did not accept Schurman's proposal 

of forcing Peking to satisfy the demands of foreign powers on 

the Lincheng Outrage. America had to maintain good relations 

with Peking and reliance upon President Tsao Kun. Therefore 
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the State Department adopted a tough policy on Canton's in

tention to establish a free port. On October 20, 1923, the 

State Department instructed Schurman to reassert the American 

position that only the Peking Government could keep the cus

toms surplus. The State Department said Canton seizure of 

the customs houses would be "a subversion of the treaty basis 

of foreign trade wi th China." 29 Following instructions, Schur

man promised Wellington Koo, the Foreign Minister of the Pe

king Government, that the United States would not divert the 

surplus to Canton .30 

Originally, the United States had hoped that Chen Chi

ung-ming's victory over Sun Yat-sen would resolve the sur

plus problem, and American diplomats closely followed the war 

31between the two. However, Chen's advance was halted by Sun 

on November 27, 1923. Robert S. Norman, Sun's American ad

viser, informed Schurman at that time that Sun was seriously 

considering the seizure of the Canton Maritime Customs. 32 

Sun had at last provoked a "showdown" with the United States 

and other foreign powers. 

By November 30, 1923, the State Department was ready to 

act, but seemed more interested in unified than independent 

steps against Sun. The State Department inquired of Schur

man the action the powers proposed to take:3 Schurman re

plied on December 1st that he and other ministers of powers 

strongly favored "some kind of demonstration with the vessels 

now a t Can ton or ones to be sent there at once. ,,34 Bu t Schur

man emphasized that the dispatch of warships was only a 
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demonstration to "prevent the seizure of the customs surplus 

wi thou t war. ,,35 The demonstration was the use of a kind of 

gunboat diplomacy to scare Canton. On December 3rd, the Dip

lomatic Corps, including the United States Minister, warned 

the Canton Government it would be punished if it forcibly 

36
seized the customs surplus. 

On December 4, 1923, Schurman informed the United States 

Government that the failure to use warships at Canton would 

"cause complications and strengthen Sun's position." More

over, he suggested that if the United States did not partici

pate in the naval demonstration held by other powers, "it may 

encourage Sun Yat-sen to believe that our government sympath

izes with his claims.,,37 On December 5th, the President of 

the United States, Calvin Coolidge, agreed that "the naval 

. h b 38unlt s ould e sent." 

Upon hearing that the foreign powers would send warships 

to Canton, Sun's intractable attitude suddenly softened. On 

December 5th, the same day that Coolidge ordered the warships 

on duty, Sun said that "the Canton Government would delay two 

weeks the takeover of the customs surplus.,,39 But it was too 

late. The United States had ordered "a concentration at Can

ton of the available American naval units.,,40 

The United States had originally dispatched warships to 

Canton only to force Sun to give up his scheme of taking over 

the customs houses at Canton. On December 6th, Secretary 

Hughes indicated that the warships would "take necessary 
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41 h .measures sort of actual warfare." But t e attltude of 

other powers was becoming more harsh. When he heard that 

the United States would join the other powers to protect the 

customs houses and that American destroyers had been ordered 

42 

h 

to Canton, Sun flew into a rage. Although Sun knew that 

Canton's force was too weak to defeat the foreign fleets, he 

insisted that he would seize the customs houses at Canton on 

December 6th. 43 Sun also considered non-military methods to 

use against the foreign powers. The United States Consul 

General at Canton, Douglas Jenkins, predicted on December 10th 

that Sun "might use propaganda, boycotts and strikes if he did 

44not use force." On December 14th, the Canton Government 

started anti-foreign agitation. 45 The first anti-foreign 

movement was a meeting of labor unions on December 16th. 

On December 10th, the other powers notified Sun that if 

he attempted to occupy forcibly the customs building, they 

"should land marines and occupy the building in spite of an 

armed clash. ,,47 The Uni ted States again agreed wi th this 

suggestion, and on December 14th, President Coolidge author

48ized a plan to land marines armed with machine guns. Ac

cording to New York Times reports, the number of American 

warships was the largest among all foreign contingents, in-

eluding the warships Asheville, Pampanga, Peary, Pope, Pills

bury, Pres ton, and Sicard .49 

As the State Department reported, Sun's anti-American prop

aganda included three points. First, Sun expressed disappoint

ment that the largest naval force was American. Second, 
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he accused American Minister Schurman of favoring the corrupt 

election of Tsao Kun. Third, Sun asked for sympathy from the 

American people and for them to modify their hostile policy 

toward Canton. 50 It was obvious that America was the princi

pal object of anti-foreign propaganda, a fact confirmed in 

the anti-American rally at Canton. In the middle of Decem

ber, the Cantonese shouted, "The strongest man opposing our 

retention of the Customs Surplus is the American Minister at 

Peking. We never expected this, as we always considered Amer

ica a justice-loving country.,,51 The Cantonese warned "if 

the American Minister does not change his attitude and con

tinues to interfere with our internal affairs by a demonstra

tion of force, he assumes the entire responsibility ... and 

we will employ our own methods in dealing with America." 52 

While Sun initiated propaganda against United States 

policy, he also tried to obtain sympathy from the American 

people. On December 18, 1923, Sun issued an appeal in a let

ter to his American "friends." Sun wrote that Canton must 

get the revenue back, because "we must stop that money from 

going to Peking to buy arms to kill us, just as your fore

fathers stopped taxation going to the English coffers by 

throwing English tea into the Boston Harbor." 53 

Sun also said that he appealed for American aid, but 

"now the aid which came from the U.S. was not a Lafayette, 

but more warships than other powers against the Canton Gov

ernment." 54 If the Americans wished to help the Chinese 

people, Sun continued, then "ask the officers and men of 
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us II 55the American warships to ponder this before they shoot 

Sun's letter elicited scores of supporting telegrams from 

Chinese groups in the United States and canaday6 

After Sun's letter to the American people, he kept anti-

America sentiments high and the deadlock remained. On Decem

ber 21st, the Chinese newspapers began to demand the recall 

of Schurman. 57 Furthermore, numerous placards appeared on 

the streets of Canton urging boycott against American and 

British goods. 58 Sun had undoubtedly gained great support 

from the patriotic Chinese, many of whom held anti-foreign 

demonstrations and regarded Sun as a real hero against the 

foreign powers. Even though the American delegation at Pe

king predicted that Sun might collapse within a few weeks if 

he failed to get the customs surplus, a development at the 

end of December proved Sun would win the crisis. 59 

Some foreign powers, including the French, Portuguese 

and British, withdrew their gunboats before December 22nd 

to quiet Canton's anti-foreign sentiments. Although the 

United States was disappointed with the departure of other 

powers, it had to follow other powers' action to maintain 

the same diplomatic position.60 As a result, American Min

ister Schurman, at the end of 1923, changed his attitude and 

expressed his willingness to act as a mediator between for

. d h 61elgn powers an t e Canton Government. 

In January, 1924, Schurman went to Canton and tried to 

resolve the crisis peacefully.62 After discussions with C.C. 
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Wu, the Canton Foreign Minister, Schurman indicated the 

united States would yield to the Canton Government. He 

promised that if the Canton Government guaranteed the cus

toms surplus would not be used for military expenditures, 

the United States would suggest that the Diplomatic Corps 

return the surplus for river usage in South China. On Janu

ary 6, 1924, Schurman met with Sun and discussed the issue 

of the return of the surplus to Canton. Sun accepted the 

American offer. 63 The crisis was finally resolved on June 

19, 1924, when the Canton Government obtained the money 

which was used to regulate the West River in Kwangtung Pro

vince. 

War had been avoided between the foreign powers and the 

Canton Government, but the consequence of this crisis was 

tremendous as it caused the Canton Government to ally with 

the Soviet Union against so-called Western imperialism. The 

rebuff of Sun Yat-sen's goodwill policy by the United States 

and its use of gunboat diplomacy in the Customs Surplus 

Crisis caused Sun to lose his confidence in the United States 

by the end of 1923. 
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Chapter IV 

THE SOVIET INFLUENCE ON THE KUOMINTANG 

In 1924, the Canton Government became affiliated with 

the Soviet Union. Cooperation between Canton and the Soviet 

Union, as a matter of fact, came about from Sun's failure to 

obtain aid from the Western countries. Of these countries, 

the United States above all caused Sun to turn to the Soviet 

Union. He had long hoped for aid from America, which he 

often said would give the Chinese Revolution its Lafayette. 

America, however, disappointed him. 
1 

The United States humiliated him by encouraging Chen 

Chiung-ming's insurrection in 1922 as well as dispatching 

gunboats to Canton during the 1923 Customs Surplus Crisis. 

Sun, therefore, decided to adopt a pro-Russian policy to save 

China from the control of warlords. 

Relations between Sun Yat-sen and the Soviet Union pro

gressed rapidly from August, 1918, to January, 1924. The Can

ton Government was not strong enough to defend itself until 

Sun established the Whampoa Academy at Canton in June, 1924. 

It was a milestone in the evolution of a strong Canton Gov

ernment, which was accomplished with Russian help. It is im

portant to review the Sun-Russo relations from 1918, when Sun 

first established contact with a Russian, G.V. Chicherin. 

This meeting was the prelude of the relationship between Can

ton and the Soviet Union. 

The Soviet Union built a Communist regime after the 
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Bolshevik Revolution in 1917. The vulnerable new regime 

needed friends among the nations of the world. Thus, the 

heads of the Kremlin tried desperately to find leaders who 

would cooperate, and Sun was one of the Chinese leaders that 

the Soviet Union wanted to cultivate. It was for this reason 

that G.V. Chicherin contacted Sun on August 1, 1918. 

Chicherin wrote Sun to praise his democratic struggle 

against militarism and imperialism. Chicherin also asked Sun 

and his Chinese brothers to join with the Soviet Union in the 

struggle against imperialism.2 As a nationalist opposed to 

foreign influence in China, Sun was happy about Chicherin's 

letter and praise. Sun sent a telegram the same month to 

congratulate the Soviets on their successful revolution. 

Lenin was encouraged when he received the telegram, and de

cided to contact Canton. 3 By the end of 1918, both sides 

were convinced of the other's goodwill. 

The second event in 1919 which impressed Sun was the 

Soviet"Manifesto to the Chinese Republic." In July, 1919, 

the Soviet Government issued a "Manifesto" that offered to 

return all territory wrongfully taken from China by the Rus

sian Imperial Government, restore the control of the Chinese 

Eastern Railway to China, renounce its claim to any share in 

the Boxer Indemnity, give up extraterritorial rights enjoyed 

by Russians on Chinese soil, and abandon all other special 

privileges inconsistent with the equality of nations! Sun 

thought the Manifesto stood for the real friendship of the 

Soviet Union toward China, and he naturally gained more 
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respect for the Communist regime. 

This led Sun to his direct contact with a Soviet repre

sentative in November, 1920. At a polite meeting, Sun told 

Gregory Voitinsky, head of the Eastern Department of the Com

intern, about his Northern Expedition Plan, but he did not 

ask for assistance. 5 Sun's hope for foreign aid did not in

clude the Soviet Union. However, the Soviet Union intended 

to seize control by the Kuomintang to help the growth of the 

Chinese Communist Party. The Comintern dispatched G. Maring 

to China to execute this plan. 

G. Maring was Dutch. His original name was H.J.F.M. 

Sneeveilt. In 1921, he was dispatched to China to help estab

lish the Chinese Communist party.6 After the Chinese Commun

ist Party was organized in July, 1921, at Shanghai, Maring 

was instructed to extend its functions and activities. On 

December 23, 1921, he arrived at Kwelin, the military base 

of Sun's Northern Expedition, to ask for the cooperation be

tween the Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist party.7 

Maring had a three-day visit with Sun. He tried to per

suade Sun to cooperate with the Chinese Communist Party. He 

hinted that if the Kuomintang hoped to be strong and to unify 

China, the best way was for Sun to learn from the experiences 

of the Communists. As the Chinese Communist Party had been 

formed by the help of the Soviet Union, a Kuomintang with 

Chinese Communist members would easily get help from the 

Soviet Union. In addition, Maring gave Sun several suggestions 

for reforming the Kuomintang political structure, absorbing 
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the agricultural and working classes to fight for the unifica

tion of China, promoting cooperation with the Chinese Commun

ist Party, and establishing a Kuomintang military academy, 

which could build a strong and faithful army similar to the 

. d 8Sovlet Re Army. All of Maring's suggestions seemed to be 

conducive to the Kuomintang's objective to increase its 

strength and unify China. Maring emphasized that the Chinese 

Communist Party's participation in the Kuomintang would not 

threaten its leadership. 

Nevertheless, Sun did not trust Maring. Although Sun 

was a socialist whose blueprint was to make China prosperous 

and independent, he was suspicious of the Russian RevolutionJ 

He had no confidence in the Russians, and the only country 

10from which Sun hoped for assistance was the United States.

Sun told Maring only that lithe Kuomintang might work with 

11the Soviet Union from the moral aspect." 

Although Sun had no immediate intention to cooperate 

with the Communists, he was deeply impressed by Maring's sug

gestion to build a military academy at Canton. The arduous 

time Sun had in summoning General Chen Chiung-ming's military 

support for his Northern Expedition against the North Gov

ernment in 1921 made him feel a revolutionary army was im

portant for the Canton Government's success. 

It would be impossible to build an army without foreign 

aid. Sun realized that the United States would not aid him 

militarily, so he kept in touch with the Soviet Union in the 

hope it might offer him the necessary assistance. In April, 
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1922, S.A. Dalin, a Com intern representative, visited Sun. 12 

Dalin's visit was to complete Maring's mission and gain ad

mission of the Chinese Communists into the Kuomintang. Know

ing that Sun was threatened by Chen Chiung-ming and wanted 

Russian assistance, Dalin started political negotations with 

the Chinese leader. Sun at first rejected the proposal for 

an alliance between the Chinese Communist Party and the Kuo

mintang, but he finally expressed a willingness to allow the 

Communists to enter the Kuomintang as individuals. 13 Nego

tiations between Sun and Dalin were interrupted by the Chen 

Chiung-ming's coup d'etat on June 16, 1922, and Sun's exile 

in Shanghai. 

Sun tried	 to obtain help from various foreign governments, 

. bl b' .. 14but from Russla	 he 0 taln satlsfactlon.""only was a e to any 

With Eugene Chen, Sun's private secretary, as a contact, Sun 

once more improved his relations with the Soviet Onion. In 

August, 1922, Maring visited Sun a second time}5 Sun now 

permitted Maring to reform the Kuomintang and permitted Chin

ese Communist Party members to individually join the Kuomin

tang. The purpose of the Russians was to use party members 

to increase their power in the Kuomintang and to promote the 

Communist Revolution in China. However, Sun's immediate in

terest was only to obtain 30viet aid against Chen Chiung-ming. 

Thereafter, Sun cooperated with the Soviet Onion. Perhaps 

this decision was painful for Sun, but he thought there was 

no choice. 

When Sun adopted the policy of KMT-CCP cooperation, one 
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of the most important Russians in China was Adolf A. Joffe, 

a special envoy of the Soviet Union, whose task was to seek 

diplomatic recognition from China in 1922. Joffe's original 

interest was to stay at Peking, but his activities were ex

tended in the autumn of 1922 into South China, where the 

Chinese Communist Party had just held their Second National 

Congress in August, and decided to form a "united front" with 

· 16t h e Kuomlntang. Joffe had to get in touch with Sun at 

Shanghai to help the Chinese Communists unite with the Kuo

mintang. Before face to face contact with Sun, Joffe in

structed his personal representative on September 25, 1922, 

to visit Sun and prepare for the direct negotations, which 

began between Sun and Joffe in early 1923. 17 

In January, 1923, Sun had several meetings with Joffe 

at Shanghai, but the details of the discussions were kept 

secret by both sides. However, it was understood that Sun 

informed Joffe that the Kuomintang needed the Russian's fi

18nancial and advisory aid for an expedition against its foes.

Joffe responded favorably. He knew that if Sun requests 

were accepted only on a conditional basis and only in return 

for Chinese economic and political concessions, Sun would be 

skeptical of the Soviets. For that reason, Joffe offered 

help to Sun and the Kuomintang without any demands. In a re

port to Russia, Joffe spoke highly of Sun and indicated that 

he "was the symbol of the Chinese Revolution and the Kuomin

tang would be the party of the people against imperialism.,,19 

The outcome of the Sun-Joffe meetings produced the famous 
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Declaration of January 26, 1923, in which the Soviet Union 

was totally sympathetic to the Kuomintang and recognized it 

as the only party to conduct Chinese foreign policy. 

The four major points of the Joint Sun-Joffe Delcara

tion were the following: 

1.	 "Dr. Sun Yat-sen holds that the Communistic order or 

even the Soviet system cannot actually be introduced 

into China." 

2. "The Soviet Government was ready to enter into negotia

tions with China on the issue of giving up the unequal 

treaties . which the Tsardom imposed on China." 

3.	 "The Soviet Government was willing to settle the Chinese 

Eastern Railway question at a Russo-Chinese conference." 

4.	 "The Soviet Government has no intention of imposing im

perialistic policy in Outer Mongolia.,,20 

Sun was encouraged by this declaration, because it "symbolized 

that a European power treated a Chinese regime on equal terms 

for the first time.,,21 However, he had not yet given up hope 

of obtaining help from the United States. 

Joffe's activities in Peking since 1922 had caused un

. h f . d' 1 22eaSlness among t e orelgn lp omats. On September 13, 

1922, American Minister Jacob C. Schurman, worried about Sov

iet propaganda, visited Wellington Koo, the Peking Foreign 

23Minister, and stated American concerns. American fear of 

Joffe's sojourn in China was strangely enough limited to 

Peking. The Joint Sun-Joffe Declaration was overlooked by 

the United States. 
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Sun regarded the Declaration as a signal to the United 

States that if his party did not obtain American help he 

.. 24 
wou 1d turn to the Sovlet Unlon. But the United States 

totally missed this signal, and perhaps did not think Sun 

could gain any power in any part of China. A New York Times 

editorial, which ridiculed Sun and may have represented the 

American attitude toward the Declaration, stated: 

Mr. Joffe further assured Dr. Sun that Russia would 
do all it could to further the reunion and independ
ence of China. That is Dr. Sun's ideal, though, 
whenever there are signs that China is about to 
become reunited and independent under somebody other 
than Dr. Sun she starts a fight. He has been accused 
very plausibly of being a more or less innocent tool 
of those Japanese interests which want anything rather 
than the reunion or independence of China. He works 
with General Chang Tso-lin, according to the well known 
liberal doctrine that a militaristic reactionary who 
will help an orthodox liberal is a better man than a 
well-intentioned, middle-of-the-road statesman who 
keeps a liberal out of office. There isn't much mys
tery about the relations between Chang Tso-lin and 
Japan. If Mr. Joffe is genuinely enthusiastic for 
the reunion and independence of China, he is in 
strange company.25 

Sun did not reply. Instead he speeded up his cooperation 

with Soviet Union when he regained power in Canton in Febr

uary, 1923. 

The height of cooperation between the Kuomintang and 

the Soviet Union was from 1923 to 1925. During these two 

years, Sun led the Kuomintang into a close partnership with 

the Soviet Union. After the Sun-Joffe Declaration, Sun had 

his assistant, Liao Chung-kai, accompany Joffe to Japan. 

Their trip was regarded as the first step of the cooperation 

between the Kuomintang and the Soviet Union. It was also 

believed that Joffe imparted Communist theory to Liao and 
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26
discussed Soviet aid to the Kuomintang. Liao and Joffe's 

sojourn in Japan lasted about one month. When Liao returned 

to China, Sun had already regained the power in Canton and 

was ready to accept Soviet aid. 

Sun's desperate need for Soviet aid was due to mili

tary considerations. Once he regained power in 1923, he was 

determined to keep it, and that could be done only with for

eign help. Unfortunately, the Western powers were reluctant 

to respond to Sun's appeal in 1923, which caused Sun to ally 

himself with Russia. Eugene Chen complained that "Sun had 

tried to secure international development of China from the 

British, but failed." As "Sun knew that the British attitude 

would dictate American policy regarding the Kuomintang," 

27Chen concluded, "Sun was forced to look elsewhere." The 

"elsewhere" was the Soviet Union. 

In March of 1923, the leaders of the Soviet Union de

cided to "render assistance to Sun Yat-sen and to send . 

advisers to him." Soviet financial aid amounted to about 

two million Mexican dollars. 28 Meanwhile, the Communists 

gradually increased their power in the Canton Government. 

For example, Chen Tu-hsiu, the founder of the Chinese Com

munist Party, was appointed as head of Sun's Information 

Bureau .29 However, in Sun's mind, the Soviet aid was more 

important at that time than the potential threat of a Com

munist controlled Canton Government. 

Not only did Sun need Soviet financial aid, but he also 

needed a strong Kuomintang army, which was the paramount 
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interest of his talks with Maring in late 1921. That goal 

was foremost in Sun's mind in 1923. When he was assured of 

Soviet help, he decided to establish a military academy to 

build an army. With that objective in mind, Sun dispatched 

a delegation to the Soviet Union to study the Soviet mili

tary system. The group remained in the Soviet Union from 

August to December of 1923. 

The delegation was headed by General Chiang Kai-shek, 

Sun's Chief-of-Staff. Chiang wrote that its purpose was to 

study the Soviet Party machinery and its political and mili

30 
tary structures. The visit was also a preliminary contact 

with the view of establishing diplomatic relations with the 

. . 31
S OV1et Un1on. Because Chiang was a military figure and 

trusted by Sun, his mission was to emphasize military as

peets. Chiang's delegation inspected the Soviet army, navy, 

and military schools. He was especially impressed by the 

2well-organized military schools in Moscow: What Chiang 

learned was used to organize the Whampoa Academy in 1924. 

While Chiang was in Russia, a Soviet emissary, Leo 

Karakhan, went to Peking to rebuild the diplomatic relations 

with that government. Sun feared this would undermine his 

cooperation with the Soviet Union. On September 17, 1923, 

Sun told Karakhan that he thought the Peking Government 

would recognize the Soviet Communist Government, but Sun 

warned "this recognition must be dependent upon stipulations 

set by America and the other capitalist powers to inflict 

another diplomatic defeat on Soviet Russia.,,33 Therefore, 
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Sun told Karakhan that this recognition would not be sig

nificant. Instead, Sun asked Karakhan for a union between 

the Canton Government and the Soviet Union. 

Sun's statements to Karakhan made obvious his disap

pointment with American policy. 1923 was the turning point 

of Sun-American relations. Despite Sun's close connection 

with Soviet Russia, after that year the United States ig

nored Sun. Because the Chinese Communist centered their 

anti-imperialist attacks on Great Britain and America, Rob

ert G. Boville, President of the World Association of Daily 

Vacation Bible Schools, predicted that China would be a 

volcano erupting Bolshevism for fifty years if the Chinese 

illiterates were not educated. He, therefore, appealed for 

. h 1 h . 35Amerlcan e p to C lna. Nevertheless, the United States 

was at first indifferent to the spread of Bolshevism in 

South China through Sun-Soviet cooperation. 

A Sovietized Canton Government, however, was a crisis 

to the United States. Bolshevism was spread rapidly in 

South China by Communist demagogues. By 1924 the Canton 

Government's future seemed dependent upon cooperation be

tween the Kuomintang and the Soviet Union. 

In late 1923 and early 1924, Sun vainly used threats 

of Canton cooperation with the Soviet Union against the 

United States. These threats were actually appeals for 

American reconsideration of its treatment of the Canton 

Government. At the end of 1923, Sun had asked his American 
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legal adviser, Robert S. Norman, to appeal to the United 

States for support of his plan for a national unity confer

ence. However, the State Department was not interested. 

Also, when Sun proposed a plan for international development 

of China which offered Chinese raw materials in exchange for 

. d h . 1 36construction aid, the State Department 19nore t 1S pan. 

Sun's second appeal was cloaked as a strong warning to 

the United States. Invited to speak before the Canton Y.M. 

C.A. on December 31, 1923, Sun stated, "We no longer look to 

the Western Powers. Our faces are turned toward Russia. ,,37 

But the United States still did not respond. 

The third appeal was made by Sun to Minister Schurman 

and was meshed in the Surplus Crisis negotiations of January 

6, 1924. Sun asked repeatedly for American support to hold 

a peace conference in China. Schurman had to make some con

cessions to the Canton Government to resolve the Surplus 

Crisis and was determined not to let Sun obtain another 

victory. Schurman reported the meeting to the State Depart

ment and dismissed Sun's appeal "as entirely impractical at 

the time because Dr. Sun controlled only an infinitesimal 

part of the country and had no means of inducing powerful 

military leaders of the north to accept any measure father

ed by him. ,,38 He also relayed Sun's charge that the United 

States was a capitalist oppressor of China, and concluded 

that Sun "talked to me like a man really insane.,,39 Appar

ently, Sun's appeal was lost on Schurman. 
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Before Sovietizing his Government, Sun made a final ap

peal to the United States to call a peace conference in 

Shanghai to limit arms shipments to China as a means of stop

. .. 1 40plng C1Vl war. His appeal was made in an interview with 

an American reporter, a Mr. Ford, on January 13, 1924. He 

indicated that the Canton Government wanted help from the 

United States as a mediator between Canton and Peking. As 

the British dictated American policy, Sun sighed, the Canton 

Government probably would suffer another disappointment. 41 

When his proposal reached America, Secretary Hughes refused 

to make any comment~2 When this last appeal failed, Sun 

Sovietized the Canton Government. 

With Soviet instruction and help, the Canton Government 

was transformed in 1924. The transformation began with the 

mission of Michael Borodin to Canton in the Autumn of 1923. 

An excellent propagandist and organizer, he first persuaded 

Sun to admit Chinese Communists to the Kuomintang.43 Borodin 

next persuaded Sun to join the so-called national revolution

ary movement of the wole world, which meant that the Kuomin

tang must not ask the imperialistic United States for sup

44port. Then, under Borodin's prodding, the Kuomintang's 

anti-imperialistic rhetoric intensified. At the Kuomin

tang's First Naional Convention in 1924, Communists were ad

mitted to the Kuomintang,45 and the party was reorganized 

along the lines of the Chinese Communist party.46 

Although the admission of Communists to the Kuomintang 
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worried Chiang Kai-shek, the Sovietization of the Canton 

Government proceeded. On March 14, 1924, Chiang sent a let

ter to Liao Chung-kai, a Kuomintang leader who favored KMT

CCP cooperation, that stated his apprehensions about the 

Communists. Chiang wrote "according to my observation, the 

Russian Communist Party is not to be trusted .... The Rus

sian Communist Party, in its dealings with China, has only 

one aim, namely, to make the Chinese Communist Party its 

. 47chosen lnstrument." However, the Kuomintang needed the 

Soviet Union and cooperation continued. 

On the advice of Borodin, and with the financial aid 

of Russia (to the amount of three million rubles), Sun estab

48
lished the Whampoa Military Academy on June 16, 1924. The 

Russian Command Schools were a model for Whampoa training. 

The dual leadership system, for example, in the Whampoa ad

ministration was similar to the Soviet director-commissar 

49system. Many Communists acted as political commissars in 

the Student Army, and politics consequently determined mili

tary policy at Whampoa Academy. The president of the Whampoa 

Academy was Chiang Kai-shek, who built the first revolution

ary Kuomintang army. Nonetheless, he was dependent on Sov

iet financial assistance and advice. For example, on August 

4, 1924, the Whampoa Academy had a memorial meeting to mourn 

d rowned . ad'Vlser. 50a Sovlet 

On October 8, 1924, a Soviet fleet headed by the cruiser, 

Vorowsky, visited Whampoa. Its mission was to send the Kuo

mintang "valuable furs which could be inconspicuously turned 
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into money." 51 Sun Yat-sen warmly welcomed the fleet wi th 

the statement: "The relationship between the Russian Soviet 

Socialist Republic and the Republic of China is of the most 

intimate kind . . Now that you have come a long way with 

your fleet, the friendship between the two countries will 

thereby be rendered more intimate. ,,52 

By October of 1924, the cooperation between the Kuomin

tang and the Soviet Union reached its climax. But the al

liance with the Russians caused misgivings among many of Can-

ton's stable citizens. When they saw Sun develop his so-

called "Red Army" in Kwangtung, they formed a militia called 

the Merchants' Volunteer Corps. In October, a bloody clash 

occurred be tween the two sides. 53 The" Red Army" (Wh ampoa 

Academy Force) won the victory. With Soviet help, the 

Whampoa Academy began to win a reputation for bravery. 

When the Whampoa Academy became a strong instrument of 

Kuomintang and the Sun-Soviet cooperation reached its high 

point, the United States started to worry about the situation 

in South China. In October of 1924, Douglas Jenkins, the 

Consul General at Canton, reported to the State Department 

that Sun's Government was "completely under domination of 

Soviet agents. ,,54 American worry heightened during the next 

months. 

On November 5, 1924, a critical incident occurred in 

Peking. After a coup d'etat, Wu Pei-fu, the Chief-of-Staff 

of the Chihli Party, was exiled by his subordinate, General 

Feng Yu-hsiang, on October 23, 1924. Feng, who was regarded 
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as the Christian General and who thought himself a revolution

ary, then expelled Pu-i, the Manchu emperor, from the Peking 

palace on November 5th.55 The United States was shocked as 

Peking sources reported that "the expelling of the ex-Emperor 

in November was Bolshevik inspired, working through Kuomin

tang for the purpose of finally eliminating monarchical res

toration and further inciting anti-imperialist feeling and 

. f . fl' ,56antl- orelgn ee lng.' Although the coup d'etat of October 

1924, had been supported by American bankers, American of

ficials thought the Koumintang was one of the factions that 

deposed the eX-Emperor at Peking, and adopted a containment 

policy to exclude the Bolshevik Kuomintang from going to 

North China. 

Political power in North China fell into the hands of 

Feng Yu-hsiang and Chang Tso-lin, both of whom sympathized 

with the Kuomintang. American officials concluded: 

In the present Peking Government the Soviet influence 
is very strong if not dominant. It is working chief
ly through the Kuomintang Party. And it may be pos
sible that at any time the foreign powers may have to 
face a demand for the revision or concellation of all 
of the so-called special-privilege treaties which 
they have with China. 57 

This fear led the United States to criticize Sun when he was 

invited by Feng-Chang to visit Peking and to share key posi

tions in the new Peking Government. 

America encouraged discord between Sun and Chang Tso

lin, the Manchurian warlord. Although Chang invited Sun to 

share power in the new Peking Government, he worried about 

Sun's Soviet advisers. In late 1924, Chang told American 
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officials in Peking about his fear, and stated the most ser

ious concern in China was the "Bolshevik question." Soviet 

activities in China greatly imperiled the lives and property 

of foreigners, and he considered Sun's close association with 

the Soviets dangerous. 58 American officials at Peking logic

ally concluded that Chang did not like Bolsheviks. As soon 

as Sun and his Soviet advisers wentto Peking, Chang worried 

that the Russians would generate an anti-imperialist move

ment. Chang thought that would isolate him in Manchuria and 

undermine his position as he was regarded as a pro-Japanese 

warlord. 59 Consequently, America persuaded Chang to a firm 

"conservative" attitude against the Soviet-influenced Sun 

and Feng. 60 

At the end of 1924, Sun arrived at Tientsin, a harbor 

east of Peking. He was warned by Chang to give up his pro

Russian policy~1 Realizing Chang was under American con

trol, Sun instructed his secretary, Eugene Chen, to call at 

the American delegation to explain away "Bolshevik activities" 

at Canton. 62 However, Chen was not believed. 

Tuan Chi-jui, another North China warlord, who was 

temporarily supported by Chang and Feng after the 1924 coup, 

and a provisional president in the Peking Government, was 

also used by America to frustrate Sun. The United States 

recognized Tuan's provisional government to turn him against 

Sun. In a report to the State Department, an American of

ficial stated, "If and when Tuan or some other conservative 

government would replace Sun's regime, we would be in a 
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. .. 63great 1 y superlor posltlon." 

Sun died of liver cancer on March 12, 1925. His death 

lessened the possibility for the Kuomintang to reunite China 

through peace negotiations with the Northern warlords. The 

Kuomintang finally united China by force in another Northern 

Expedition from 1926 to 1928. Not until Chiang Kai-shek's 

victory in the Northern Expedition did the United States 

respect and aid the Kuomintang. 
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CONCLUSION 

Some historians regard the cooperation between the Kuo

mintang and the U.S.S.R. as the consequence of American fail

ure to aid Sun Yat-sen. F. Gilbert Chan writes, "The re

fusal to treat Sun on his own terms was one of the factors 

that drove him into the arms of the Soviet Union in 1923. In 

this way, the United States and its allies lost an opportun

ity to patronize the Chinese revolutionary movement.,,1 James 

E. Sheridan states, "By late 1922 Sun was receptive of Rus

sian overtures not only because of vague sympathy with the 

Russian Revolution and frustration over lack of support from 

Western nations, but primarily because he needed some reliable 

aid to consolidate his base in Kwangtung and march from 

there to unify China."Z C. Martin Wilbur also comments that 

Sun "continually sought support from the U.S. especially in 

the 1920s. As soon as he failed to do so, he moved into the 

alliance with the Soviet Union.,,3 

The conclusions of these historians are valid. Sun Yat

sen continually asked for help from the United States from 

1921 to 1925, but America was indifferent to Sun and his 

party. Not only did the United States refuse to grant Can

ton political, diplomatic, or economic aid, but resorted to 

"Gunboat Diplomacy" in the 1923 Customs Surplus Crisis. As 

a result, Sun was forced to seek help from Communist Russia. 

A difficult question for those who are interested in Sino-

American history is why the United States was indifferent 
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to Sun Yat-sen and the Canton Government. 

Three answers are probably needed to this single ques

tion. First, the prejudice of some American officials against 

Sun Yat-sen caused American tepidness toward his Government. 

Second, Peking was the only legal governm~nt recognized by 

foreign powers, and the United States had no intention of uni

laterally recognizing Canton. Finally, the ability of the 

Canton Government to control only small parts of South China 

caused the United States to regard it with skepticism. 

The United States, however, underestimated the "revolu

tionary power" of the Canton Government of Sun. This under-

in the entire Division of Far Eastern Affairs. This situation 

estimation was probably due to an insufficient and uninformed 

State Department staff. In 1925, the Department listed only 

five foreign service officers, an acting chief and five clerks 

4 

made it difficult at best to appropriately apprise both the 

Peking and the Canton Governments. Their predictions about 

the Kuomintang were often wrong. For example, Professor 

Dorothy Borg, who researched the primary American analysts 

on the Kuomintang, found that its author, Nelson Johnson, 

badly misjudged the Southern revolutionaries as "dreamers of 

that type that cannot make their dreams come true.,,5 Consid

ering that China was unified in 1928 from Canton, Johnson 

was mistaken. 
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Endnotes 

1 F . Gilbert Chan, "Sun Yat-sen and the Origins of the 
Kuomintang Reorganization," China in the 1920s, eds. F. Gil
bert Chan and Thomas Etzold (New York:-New Viewpoints, 1976), 
27. 

2James E. Sheridan, China in Disintegration: The Repub
lican Era in Chinese History, 1912-1949 (New York:-The Free 
Press,-rnc~ 1975), 143. 

3c. Martin Wilbur, Sun Yat-sen: Frustrated Patriot (New 
York: Columbia University Pres~1976), 287. 

4Stanley D. Bachrack, The Committee of One Million (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1976),13.--

5c . Martin Wilbur, 336, note 55. 
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